Introduction
Prepaid cards are among the newest payment card innovations. They are distinguished by a pay early model whereby cardholders set aside funds in advance for future purchases of goods and services. This differs from debit cardholders, who pay at the time the purchase is made, and credit cardholders, who pay after the purchase has been made. Such a structure allows prepaid cards to be more widely distributed with substantially less concern about credit or nonpayment risk than other types of payment cards.
These features have contributed to making prepaid cards one of the fastest growing payment card products. Prepaid cards accounted for $181.7 billion of transaction volume in
2006,
1 according to the market research firm Mercator Advisory Group. 2 However, the segment is actually rather complex, with a number of different categories and different types of prepaid cards contributing to this total.
The most well known and successful version of this product is retailer gift cards. Largely supplanting paper-based gift certificates at major retailers over the past few years, gift cards have been a boon to retailers and their customers, providing a safe, secure, and more efficient way to make purchases at participating merchants. 3 At the same time, bank issuers and nonbank "sponsors" are developing a range of other prepaid applications with significantly broader 1 H. Michael Jalili, "Review 2006: New Rules (and Opportunities) in Prepaid," American Banker, December 28, 2006. 2 Industry leaders acknowledge that precise quantification of the size of the prepaid market has been difficult. The products' newness, the participation of a broad spectrum of institutions (banks and nonbanks), and a difficulty agreeing on a common terminology or taxonomy to describe the different categories of cards have compounded the challenge. This paper cites data from Mercator Advisory Group, as do many other industry publications. But other sources exist, and estimates vary. Using data from a single source does make it more likely that the numbers are internally consistent, however. For the purposes of this analysis -in particular, for comparing the relative magnitudes of different types of prepaid cards -this is a useful characteristic. 3 Retailers have reason to be optimistic about gift cards. According to the National Retail Federation, gift card sales during the 2006 holiday season will total $24.81 billion, a substantial increase over the $18.48 billion loaded in 2005. At the same time, consumers will spend more on gift cards than they did beforean average of $116.51 in 2006 versus $88.03 the year before. See the press release "Holiday Gift Card Sales Reach All-Time High, According to NRF," November 17, 2006.
functionality than traditional gift cards. Such products are commonly referred to as networkbranded prepaid cards, or as we will more specifically define, "general-use prepaid cards."
Following the success of retailer-specific prepaid gift cards, network-branded prepaid cards are thought to be an extremely powerful innovation that will generate significant transaction and ultimately outpace the success of the more limited retail gift-card applications. Some argue that the products' flexibility, favorable risk profile, and extended distribution capability will lead to many new, attractive bank-like payment applications outside traditional banking relationships.
To date, this aggressive forecast has not been fully realized.
While a number of emerging applications appear to be gaining traction, a number of business models have fallen by the wayside, and others are struggling to reach viable scale. This paper argues that the increased flexibility and more complete functionality carry with them substantial new costs, resulting in a "cost hurdle" that must be overcome in order to create economically viable business models.
Examining several of the more promising applications emerging in the marketplace reveals certain conditions for success. This paper identifies two such strategies that appear to be viable means for overcoming the cost hurdle and encouraging consumer adoption: 1) developing applications for specific payment functions that replace significantly higher cost products with more efficient and consumer-friendly alternatives; and 2) developing financial services solutions for generally underserved consumers that integrate or "bundle" specific payment and banking functionality in a product offered outside traditional bank relationships. This paper further argues that the successful strategies will target markets with significant scale and create the basis for a type of longer-term financial services relationship that helps to both surmount the cost hurdle and increase utility for consumers.
The paper also considers policy refinements and business strategies that may be helpful to encourage increased adoption and build stronger business cases. Some of these may be seen as responses to particular challenges, such as contending with prepaid cards' perceived vulnerability to money laundering and finding ways to make certain applications more useful to populations outside the financial mainstream. The paper concludes that while gaps exist, they are not insurmountable. General-use prepaid card applications are moving beyond "proof of concept":
They constitute bona fide, attractive business opportunities while, at the same time, offering genuine utility to the unbanked and underserved segments of society.
What Are Prepaid Cards?
Simply put, prepaid cards are a payment card product built around a pay early, spend later model, rather than the pay-at-purchase model of debit cards and the pay later model used by credit cards. In other words, they allow users to set aside funds in advance in a prepaid "account"
and to draw on those funds for subsequent transactions. Prepaid cards have other distinguishing characteristics as well: They are either single load or reloadable, are limited in acceptance to single or a small set of merchants -or very broadly accepted like traditional branded debit and credit cards and lastly, have either very focused functionality or broader applications.
Single load gift cards represent the earliest, simplest, and, thus far, most popular prepaid category. Of these, retailer gift cards are the most common example. These "closed loop" electronic payment alternatives act much like a conventional paper gift certificate, with limited acceptance and limited flexibility. Generally purchased at a retail store, they are redeemed using standard POS terminals linked to a specialized processor.
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Consumers have embraced these products because of their enhanced safety and flexibility compared with cash or paper gift certificates. Retailers have also favored them because they stand to benefit from these products in a number of different ways. First, these cards replace more 4 Some retailer gift cards are reloadable. Indeed, some retailers, such as Starbucks, offer an auto-reload feature whereby funds on the card are replenished whenever the balance falls below a predetermined minimum. For the purposes of this paper, we do not consider these as general-use prepaid cards because their use is limited to franchises of a single retailer, as opposed to the much broader acceptance that is the hallmark of a fully functional general-use prepaid card.
costly and less efficient paper alternatives. Gift card programs allow for audit trails, may be integrated into loyalty programs, and allow merchants to more easily track purchasing behavior.
Second, they may provide "sales lift" -that is, customers often spend more than the value loaded on the card when they go to redeem it. This means that the sale of a $100 gift card may ultimately lead to more than $100 in sales when a customer redeems the card. And in any case, the merchant enjoys a profit margin on the goods purchased.
American Express, Visa, and other branded networks have developed their own gift card products. These cards differ from retailer-based gift cards in that they can be used to make purchases at all merchants who accept that network brand. Also known as "open-loop" or "network-branded" gift cards, they offer the same sort of functionality as traditional credit and debit cards and are authorized and settled using the existing payment networks.
Like retailer gift cards, these products are essentially a substitute for more expensive paper payment alternatives. But they are operationally more complex than the limited use retailer closed-loop gift cards and carry an added cost of card network provided consumer protections, processing, and distribution. Obviously, banks issuing network-branded gift cards do not benefit from sales lift or other merchant-related revenues and generally rely on fees to cover their costs.
Purchase and activation fees, generally absent in retail gift card programs, can amount to $5 to $15.
While the branded gift card segment has also grown, it has trailed retailer-specific cards.
Mercator Advisory Group estimates that open-loop, branded gift cards grew by 50 percent to reach $2 billion in loaded value in 2006 -rapid growth, but still something less than the 4 percent of the total value of the retailer gift cards sold last year.
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In summary, retailer-sponsored gift cards have proven to be very successful, providing even greater convenience and value to consumers and merchants than traditional paper gift certificates and at lower costs. Open-loop gift cards have proven less successful. While they offer far wider merchant acceptance than retailer-specific cards, consumers have, to date, not found them as attractive a value proposition. In part, the problem may be that when positioned as simply a "gift card" the network-branded alternative may not provide a significantly compelling value proposition. As we will see later, and as this example suggests, programs that offer only limited advantages over other payment alternatives will be challenged to succeed-especially if the cost to consumers is higher. The question is whether the added flexibility and applicability available via some of the newer prepaid card applications are enough to create payment alternatives that will truly transform the way payments are made. The paper next discusses these so-called network-branded reloadable prepaid programs and offers a specific definition for a "general-use prepaid card" in order to examine how the functionalities associated with this definition can be combined to create potentially viable business models.
Network-Branded Prepaid Card Programs
Network-branded or general-purpose prepaid cards are common industry terms that can refer to a number of product configurations. However, for the purposes of this discussion, we use the term "general-use prepaid cards" to describe prepaid products that are: 1) branded with a network logo, such as MasterCard, Visa, American Express, or Discover; 2) reloadable, so that users can direct recurring revenues such as salaries or government benefits to the card or make nonrecurring cash or check "deposits" to replenish the funds as they are depleted; and 3) functionally interchangeable with traditional debit cards for all types of online and offline usage, often including ATM access.
These attributes mean that general-use cards can provide a number of critical bank-like services outside traditional banking account relationships. This, in turn, also enables wider, nonbank distribution, including via retail establishments, employers, or government agencies.
However, with this added potential for flexibility and advanced functionality come higher costs.
In addition to network-related costs, general-use prepaid cards have uniquely complex processing and customer servicing requirements and face additional expenses associated with wider distribution and the ability to be reloaded.
As we have noted, the branded gift card and a number of other general-use prepaid
applications have yet to gain significant market acceptance. In part, this is undoubtedly due to their relative newness and their lack of familiarity among consumers. However, this paper makes the further argument that these more complex applications are relatively more costly and, therefore, must add substantial additional value in order to be economically viable. In short, the critical challenge is to design applications that solve real problems and be paid for doing so.
There is reason to suggest that this challenge can be met. In the next section of this paper, we describe several emerging solutions that appear to have the potential to create sufficient value to overcome the expense hurdles and also provide other attributes that can encourage consumer adoption. While future innovations are likely to lead to other successful models, the examples cited cluster around two general paradigms: In the first set of examples, several applications are described that replace relatively high-cost legacy alternatives with more efficient and customerfriendly solutions. In the second set of examples, the focus is not on general product solutions but rather on the development of entirely new products to serve the financial needs of unbanked or underserved consumers. One could also argue that the unbanked applications simply replace more costly financial services alternatives. While that is certainly true, the more compelling value proposition may well be that the broad set of emerging prepaid applications have the potential to redefine the nature of financial services outside traditional banking relationships in such a way as to be truly transformational .
Solutions to Replace High-Cost Alternatives
General-use prepaid products can be adapted to accommodate many types of transactions, payments, and processes formerly delivered through costly and inefficient paper-based methods. General-use card-based approaches to government benefits are seen to be a win-win proposition for each of the major stakeholders, providing appreciable benefits beyond the firstgeneration EBT programs. The states and federal government can save time and money. At the same time, they benefit from increased accountability and audit trails while delivering better service to recipients. Retailers benefit from faster payments, greatly reduced processing costs, and integration of benefits payments into their overall tendering and payments processing operations.
Finally, recipients benefit from greater security, reduced stigma, flexibility, and an easier way to plan. Budgeting and funds management are made easier through a monthly transaction statement available by mail or online. Additionally, the "account" underlying this dedicated card provides a sort of funds segmentation, which can further enhance budgeting or facilitate saving.
Lastly, card-based programs may also offer international funds availability, which can be useful for custodial parents who live in other countries to receive child support payments.
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In sum, prepaid government benefits applications have proved successful in large part because they replace cumbersome and costly legacy payment systems with far more efficient alternatives and provide additional value to retailers and consumers that help further encourage adoption.
Disaster relief. An application closely related to state-based benefits programs is disaster relief. The ability of general-use prepaid cards to deliver value in this area was made especially clear over the past two years.
The devastation wrought by Hurricane Katrina in the fall of 2005 provided a case study in both the robustness of the financial system generally and how extraordinary circumstances pose unanticipated challenges for consumers and payments providers. 13 With widespread damage to physical infrastructure, access to bank branches or alternative financial services outlets was nearly impossible. The physical dislocation of much of the affected population made access to financial services providers and relief disbursements a significant challenge. For the unbanked, not having traditional banking relationships made their plight worse. Those with traditional bank relationships and electronic access to accounts via direct deposit and credit or debit cards fared better than those who were unbanked or who otherwise depended on a cash economy. For one thing, many peoples' homes were completely destroyed or inaccessible, so that they were unable to retrieve relief funds mailed to them. Living in shelters or with friends and family, these people effectively became refugees.
A study of the refugees staying in the Houston Astrodome in the wake of the disaster makes the extent of the challenge apparent. This study, conducted by the Washington Post, Kaiser
Family Foundation, and Harvard University showed that almost two-thirds of the evacuees were unbanked and only 28 percent had a usable credit card. Clearly, their financial options were limited. 14 Acknowledging these difficulties, state and federal agencies and private charities were able to leverage prepaid cards to get funds where they were critically needed.
Several affected states used the EBT network (a specialized government benefits application that is functionally similar but more constrained than our defined general-use prepaid cards) to distribute both food aid and cash assistance to people already within that system.
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Other disaster relief payments funds were distributed through general-use prepaid cards issued For providers, insurers, and others in the industry, the underlying paper-based payment system has long been seen as a costly and cumbersome process. The burgeoning interest in these types of health savings accounts, coupled with the opportunity to dramatically improve efficiencies, is seen as a real opportunity for general-use prepaid cards. Simply as a payment alternative, prepaid cards offer substantial cost savings due to reduced administrative expense for processing paper-based claims and reimbursement.
Moreover, some industry participants expect that the flexibility and efficiency of prepaid cards can have an even greater impact in this area. Some prepaid card issuers and processors are developing systems that will allow multiple "purses" to be associated with HSA cards, allowing, for instance, a reloadable general-use prepaid account on the card to be used for incidental pharmacy purchases, while the HSA account proper may be debited for prescription purchases. Some anecdotal evidence suggests that the unbanked are not the only segment that finds payroll cards to be a valuable tool. Ecount, Inc., a prepaid card marketer and processor, reports that 54 percent of 2,000 randomly surveyed payroll card users actually had regular deposit accounts. 28 The company surmises that earners are using the prepaid product for budgeting or savings purposes, a secondary benefit of prepaid products that could inspire other new applications in the future.
In each of the examples cited above, the successful application of general-use prepaid cards depends on value propositions that result in significant cost savings for business sponsors and real benefits for consumers and merchants that help spur adoption. Several other common features of these programs come into focus: They are used to establish or benefit from a sustained customer relationship, they layer more sophisticated business logic on top of the core payment functionality, and they solve particular problems in elegant ways. These same factors will arise again, as the paper considers the other major area for general-use prepaid cards that will exert significant influence in the future.
Creating Financial Services Alternatives for Underserved Consumers
By virtue of their broad acceptance and flexibility, general-use prepaid products can offer a means to provide meaningful, low-cost financial services to the large numbers of consumers without regular banking relationships. This population is sizable and diverse, and, in the aggregate, it has considerable spending power. A recent collaborative study conducted by BearingPoint, a consulting firm, and Visa found that there are 84 million people in the U.S. who don't have banking accounts or don't have access to credit because of low scores or thin or nonexistent credit files. 29 The study estimates that these 84 million people collectively earn a sizable $1.1 trillion in annual income. Whatever the reason that this cohort of people has remained in the cash economy, it is clear they would benefit from the types of services that can be delivered by means of general-use prepaid programs. In addition to debit-based purchases at the POS, ATM transactions, and direct deposit of payroll funds, prepaid programs offer other benefits that may make them a compelling option for this population.
Integrated bill payments are one initiative especially well suited to the unbanked market.
Several retailers have installed full-service financial kiosks in their retail locations that both dispense general-use prepaid cards and allow bill payment. The national convenience store chain 7-Eleven is among those taking the lead in this effort, with plans to install up to 5,000 of the proprietary Vcom kiosks in its stores. 31 Other merchants following similar strategies include gas vendors Exxon Mobil and Circle K. The latter has concentrated its deployments in border states with larger immigrant populations, who may be less likely to have formal banking relationships.
International remittances offer a similar selling point to the unbanked market.
Remittances -essentially fund transfers from one person to another who is typically located abroad -are another opportunity to both increase cardholders and generate fee-based revenues.
Many recent immigrants remit a portion of their take-home pay to family members in their country of origin. Traditionally, carrying out these transfers has been very costly, with transfer agents charging up to 10 percent of the transfer amount to facilitate the transaction. Some innovative banks saw this as an opportunity for prepaid cards to fill a role. In a typical scenario, a U.S. resident will acquire two prepaid cards accessing a common underlying "account. These examples represent not so much a single application as a set of applications that have the potential to define a new form of financial services relationship that has the potential to add real value to unbanked customers. Taken together, they hold the promise of delivering a financial services capability that goes beyond simply providing an electronic alternative to paperbased payments. However, at this early stage, single-purpose functions are more prevalent. For example, payroll cards may not have remittance functionality; bill payment may be a feature of cards from one sponsor and not others. Despite the fact that the technology appears ready, the market is still waiting for an application that better integrates a range of functionalities. The paper next addresses this issue and other "gaps" that must be dealt with before these products can more fully realize their potential. 
"Gaps" and Challenges
Clearly, general-use prepaid cards show promise, both to reduce costs and inefficiencies in existing applications and to provide cost-effective and flexible financial service alternatives to a large market of underserved consumers. At the same time, they face some unique challenges that must be addressed as the product matures. Some of these challenges stem from the newness of the product: Consumer protections and regulatory oversight remain in the early stages. Other gaps pertain more to the business model. For example, while prepaid cards may provide attractive options to many paper-based applications, many programs are themselves quite complex and costly and require operational and technological sophistication. Last, some functional limitations need to be addressed in order to improve usability and spur adoption.
The paper will address these challenges in turn. First, it will note the perceived vulnerability of prepaid cards to money laundering and will discuss other relevant regulatory issues. It then examines the profit function within the business model, looking at factors affecting costs and revenues. Finally, it addresses two issues that may accelerate consumer adoption:
payroll card portability and improved and extended reloadability options. Generally, the paper finds that initiatives are already underway or that others likely to be implemented will address many of these challenges. Doing so should strengthen the value propositions underlying a number of the product applications discussed and lay the groundwork for future prepaid innovations.
Dealing with Money Laundering
Federal law enforcement agencies are concerned that money laundering may present a serious security risk to this product category. Several agencies have summarized their findings in the recent multi-agency report: "Money Laundering Threat Assessment." 34 This report notes examples where prepaid cards have been used by drug dealers to pay suppliers or where prepaid 34 The entire report is available at http://www.ustreas.gov/press/releases/reports/js3077_01112005_MLTA.pdf cards were funded with cash from stolen credit cards. Simply put, reloadable prepaid cards are seen by many in the law enforcement community to be an attractive tool for money laundering.
Certain attributes of general-use prepaid cards are seen to increase their vulnerability to money laundering. While some programs record the purchaser's identity at the time of purchase, before card activitation, or before the card can be reloaded, other, more anonymous prepaid card programs are seen to be at risk, since the cards could easily be sold or transferred after purchase to an unidentifiable party. The problem is compounded because the common "know-yourcustomer" principle can be complicated when the issuing bank may not be the direct seller of the card.
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At the same time, some general-use prepaid cards can be acquired and used online, without the user ever interacting with another person. Once purchased, these cards provide access to the global payments system, but they can be used impersonally at the point of sale or, advantageously for money launderers, through electronic channels like the Internet, limiting the ability to identify illicit transactions.
Government agencies and industry participants are focusing on this problem and are taking steps to confront and control what they recognize as a real threat. Some of the strategies being implemented include enacting robust identification requirements, establishing value load limits, and placing other restrictions on card sales and usage. Technology solutions are also being developed to monitor transaction flows to identify suspicious usage. Criminal attraction to new payment innovations is an unfortunate reality. The battle is far from won and will require concerted effort from all payments stakeholders. At the same time, real progress is being made as industry providers and law enforcement agencies continue to collaborate on identifying vulnerabilities and developing increasingly more effective mitigation strategies.
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Achieving Regulatory Clarity
The money laundering issue is just one area where disparate law enforcement and regulatory entities have intersected with the prepaid sector. The involvement of multiple agencies and multiple jurisdictions contending with rapidly evolving products has presented challenges for lawmakers and payments providers. Federal regulation has addressed some types of prepaid cards and programs, e.g., payroll cards; others types, such as branded gift cards, have attracted state attention.
Arguably, payroll cards gained the attention of federal regulators precisely because of their relative success and the perceived need to clarify consumer protections under the Federal
Reserve's Regulation E. 37 At the same time it can also be argued that this development may buttress both supply and demand in this segment: for consumers the regulatory guidance may increase the comfort level with the product; and suppliers can commit to investment, confident that they understand and can plan for uniform requirements as specified by the Federal Reserve.
For other prepaid programs, negotiating the legal landscape has increased issuers' compliance costs and, in some case, has made structuring national prepaid card programs more difficult. However, recent guidance from other federal regulators, including the Office of Thrift Supervision, the Office of the Comptroller of the Currency, and the Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation, may do much to address some of the remaining legal and regulatory heterogeneity, thereby reducing uncertainty and complexity. Moreover, the ongoing investment from the major card associations and the industry's ability to speak in one voice through new advocacy channels, such as the Network Branded Prepaid Card Association, 38 promises to foster solutions to many of the other systemic challenges that have complicated the prepaid business model.
Reduce Costs for Card Issuers, Processors, and Sponsors
Legal compliance is but one expense associated with running a general-use prepaid card
program. In addition, many of these applications require sophisticated accounting, operational, and information technology expertise as well as a complete understanding of banking and payment card network rules. They also require capabilities similar but distinct from those needed to facilitate a conventional credit or debit program because of the additional business intelligence demanded by the account management process.
Increased scale, in conjunction with specialization and strategic outsourcing, will be important in dealing with the complexity of administering programs. Today, program sponsors can join with a number of specialized processors that have developed the infrastructure to capably and efficiently handle the behind-the-scenes details more cheaply than they could in-house.
Firms like First Data, TSYS Prepaid, eFunds, and others demonstrate how the scale economies enjoyed by specialized processing organizations may bring costs down across the industry. For instance, TSYS has just announced that it has increased its health-care business to more than 11 million active cards. 39 This 11 million is composed of programs from multiple sponsors, but by outsourcing processing to TSYS, the overhead costs incurred by these players are significantly reduced. Such arrangements make sense for even the largest prepaid sponsors:
38 http://www.nbpca.com/ 39 News Release, "TSYS Prepaid Surpasses Milestone of 11 Million Healthcare Accounts," December 20, 2006.
American Express has just announced that it is outsourcing its entire prepaid card processing operation to eFunds for the same reasons.
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Besides processing costs, the costs of acquiring customers, producing and distributing plastic, and above all, supporting customers are all significant sources of additional expense.
While some of these expenses cannot be eliminated, they, too, can be spread over higher volumes, bringing down average costs. 41 At the same time, as sponsors invest in consumer education and users become more familiar with the product, the incidence of customer service calls should decrease, helping to bring these costs to more manageable levels as well.
Increased Revenues
The other part of the profitability equation is revenue. Controlling costs is important, but so is increasing revenues in the aggregate and on a per-cardholder basis. This can be achieved by identifying applications where the competing payment alternatives are substantially more expensive, allowing program sponsors pricing power to cover their costs and to still offer a compelling economic proposition. As noted earlier, government payments, disaster relief, health care, and payroll cards are situations that potentially fit this model.
Such examples demonstrate how the revenue picture is improved as sponsors devise specific programs that increase the range and scope of "priceable" features and services delivered via prepaid cards. A closely related strategy to improve profitability is to extend the duration of the customer-issuer relationship. Raising the lifetime value of each customer is a critical economic driver, since many programs face substantial customer acquisition and account set-up costs that might not be recouped if the card is used for only a short time. From a consumer adoption standpoint, it seems logical that cards that have long-term utility will be valued more highly.
40 "Amex, eFunds Enter Prepaid Deal," Cards International, January 11, 2007. 41 These ideas are explored in more detail in Julia S. Cheney, "Prepaid Card Models: A Study in Diversity," PCC Discussion Paper, March 2005, pp. 14-15.
Payroll Card Portability
Payroll cards are an example of a general-use prepaid application that derives a great deal of its benefit from an extended customer relationship. Payroll deposits represent a recurring funding stream that not only enhances issuers' and sponsors' bottom lines but also provides a payment vehicle for consumers that arguably increases in value with use and familiarity. The question is: Are there ways in which these benefits can be augmented to further enhance the value proposition?
Generally, payroll cards have been limited to the scope of a single employment relationship, meaning that the card cannot be retained by the employee if he or she changes jobs.
Job changes are especially frequent among unbanked consumers. In response, some issuers have discussed the idea of providing portability -marketing the card directly to the consumer to be used to receive wages from any employer. 42 Other examples, often referred to as "general purpose spending cards" are currently offered by program sponsors like Green Dot and NetSpend. 43 To date, such programs have been limited but given the needs of this market, this feature will likely become more common.
This strategy offers some clear advantages. It will extend the lifetime value of the card, providing revenue benefits to issuers. At the same time, the creation of a more long-standing financial services relationship is especially relevant to the unbanked market as it moves them closer to the financial mainstream. Finally, for consumers generally, it offers the opportunity to integrate multiple payments, including other load sources, on a single card. Essentially, each of these approaches offers the holder of a branded reloadable card the ability to add monetary value by presenting the card and funds at the checkout counter. The participating merchant would then transmit the card load amount to its acquiring bank, which in turn routes it to the card-issuing bank for approval. The card issuer is able to approve the transaction in real time, and the cardholder gets the card back with immediate access to loaded funds.
This section will summarize several recently announced reloading options and conclude by summarizing the importance of this feature to the success of prepaid cards.
• Green Dot Corporation, a Monrovia, CA, payments company was a pioneer in facilitating reloading. 44 The company's Green Dot Financial Network features more than 50,000 merchant locations where cardholders can put new value on their MasterCard-or Visabranded general-use cards. Its primary focus has been the unbanked and underserved market, providing it a heightened sensitivity to the particular needs and psychographics of that segment. More recently, Green Dot has teamed up with Discover to distribute the Discover-branded prepaid card product through its network. .
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• Visa completed its "ReadyLink" reloading system infrastructure in • Metavante Corporation, the technology and card processing concern, will be the first third-party processor to introduce a reload network. While it has limited acceptance so far, with slightly more than 1,500 merchant locations participating, Metavante's sophisticated technology allows it to let cardholders add funds to payroll and benefit cards, in addition to general-spend cards. 48 This additional capability may point to increased convergence between these separate prepaid applications, suggesting that future products may be even more flexible and have enhanced functionality.
The ability to include a reloading feature has evolved and matured markedly since Green Dot first started offering reloading capabilities on MasterCard-or Visa-branded prepaid products in 2001. Today, with Green Dot still servicing a network that has 50,000 locations, and with Visa, MasterCard, then Discover and Metavante, in rapid succession jumping into the fray over the past year, it is clear that major players consider this an important area of future growth.
Reloading offers benefits to each of the stakeholders in the prepaid marketplace.
Merchants who join these systems need not make additional investment in technology beyond their existing POS terminals. But they may benefit from increased customer traffic and may share in reload fees. They may also gain from potential loyalty effects: Cardholders may be motivated to visit a particular store more frequently, and at the same time, a merchant can target specific customers with better-tailored promotions. Related benefits for merchants include sales lift and the increased traffic flow generated by customers seeking to purchase or reload a prepaid card.
Issuing banks benefit from an opportunity to increase and extend customer relationships.
Customers, for whom the practical aspects of reloading cards has remained an impediment to sustained usage, will benefit, since they will one day be able to, in theory, reload their branded prepaid card any of the more than 6 million U.S. locations where branded cards are accepted. The increased convenience can make these cards more attractive to a range of potential new users and more attractive to each of the stakeholders.
At the same time, with multiple providers competing, consumers may ultimately begin to see increased savings as this service becomes genuinely competitive. With reload fees coming down and many thousands more reload locations coming online, easier reloadability could be instrumental in enabling prepaid cards to assume a more prominent role in consumer finance. Aside from their obvious benefits to cardholders, such programs also suggest potential benefits to card issuers or sponsors, which may further strengthen the business case. NetSpend reports that the savings program has increased the amount of time that funds are loaded and active by 50 percent. This "stickiness," in conjunction with reloadability, is valuable in making prepaid cards a bona fide substitute banking product. Maintaining a relationship with a single prepaid provider allows consumers to build up a richer, more robust payment and transaction history, which, in turn, can make it easier for the provider to offer more value-added services.
Credit building is an application further away from implementation but with similarly important implications. For unbanked consumers, for whom credit may be unavailable or prohibitively expensive, general-use cards may serve as a stepping-stone to building a credit history -an indispensable step toward economical access to credit. Finally, leveraging the information they've accumulated about users' transaction behavior, some issuers and sponsors may one day be able to offer a line of credit, completing the transition to full participation in the financial mainstream. Some have already taken steps in this direction. For instance, according to NetSpend president Roy Sosa, the firm will use data analysis tools to analyze spending and load patterns. In instances when a consumer may attempt to pay a bill but be some degree short, the company may extend "float" to allow the bill to go through, if it expects a regular reloading transaction to occur shortly.
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Such creative solutions to the lingering gaps in the business model bode well for the continued success of general-use prepaid cards. Reloadability is a start, and when it is combined with savings and credit building capabilities, these products truly can be seen as a bridge to the financial mainstream or even as a legitimate stand-alone financial product.
Conclusion
Prepaid cards are an increasingly important consumer financial product. While still in their early days of development, a number of emerging general-use prepaid card products seem to hold special promise as a platform on which to build value-added financial services. account relationships. But along with the increased flexibility and advanced functionality come higher costs. Program administration, complex processing requirements, card network fees, and the additional expenses associated with more complicated distribution and reloading channels combine to create a "cost hurdle" that must be overcome in creating an economically viable business model. In a sense, this challenge may be characterized as identifying problems where prepaid cards provide cost-effective or high-value solutions.
While cost is a challenge, this paper argues that this hurdle can be overcome. At this stage in the evolution of the general-use prepaid business, we observe two models where successful applications are emerging: (1) applications that serve to replace relatively high-cost alternatives with more efficient and consumer-friendly solutions. Examples discussed in this paper include payroll applications where the existing paper-based payment method is both especially costly for providers and cumbersome for consumers. And (2) emerging applications to provide integrated or "bundled" financial services solutions to replace piecemeal and costly alternatives for unbanked and underserved consumers. While the solutions for the unbanked also depend on achieving cost efficiencies like those observed in the purer product categories such as HSA/medical payments, their potential to create a new business model to deliver financial services offer more than cost displacement.
Still, gaps remain and there is more to be done by multiple stakeholders as this payment innovation evolves and matures. Initiatives are already underway to address the various challenges and bring general-use prepaid products closer to fulfilling their promise. Card providers are designing means to extend the length of the customer-issuer relationship while increasing the range and scope of priced features and services associated with the cards. Among these strategies are broader, more flexible reloading options, payroll card portability, and in general, strategies directed at better integrating the financial services functions needed by unbanked consumers onto a single card-based product. As industry participants develop these
